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What is a Motor Unit?
● One somatic efferent motor neuron and all of 

the muscle fiber cells that it innervates 
● Whole muscles are made up of many motor 

units
● MU size and amount are specialized to a 

muscle
● In this study, MU discharge is measured by 

the milliseconds between each MU being 
“fired”

○ The most excitable and fastest firing MUs have the 
lowest number frequency

■ i.e. A MU that fires every 90 ms is faster than 
a MU that fires every 95 ms 



Background
● They examined motor unit (MU) discharge properties (mean interspike interval, 

ISI, discharge variability, short-term synchronization, common drive) and force 
tremor in the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle of five musicians (skill-trained), 
five weightlifters (strength-trained) and six untrained subjects during low-force 
isometric abduction of the index finger.

● For untrained, right-handed subjects, they had  indirect evidence from MU 
synchrony data (Semmler and Nordstrom 1995a) and transcranial stimulation 
(Nordstrom and Semmler 1996) that suggests that the corticospinal pathway is 
less active for simple index finger abduction when the dominant (skilled) hand is 
used to perform the task.

● In contrast, there is indirect evidence that strength-training enhances MU 
synchronization, and this has been attributed to strengthening of transcortical 
reflex pathways.



Method
- Sixteen healthy adults participated in the study 

- Experimental group 1: 5 male weightlifters (strength-trained subjects who had participated in 
strength-training activities 8 h/week for 4 years

- Experimental group 2: 5 musicians (skill-trained subjects who played a musical instrument for 
12 h/week for 8 years)

- Control group: 6 untrained subjects 
- Force of abduction measured by load cell aligned with the distal interphalangeal joint of the index 

finger 
- MU activity was recorded with 2 electrodes inserted into the first dorsal interosseous muscle 
- To assess force tremor, subject’s forearm and hand were secured, and they were required to abduct 

the index finger for 40 seconds at a contraction level that matched a target force level of about 2% 
and 11% of maximal force. 

- Single motor unit was chosen by experimenters for the subject to control at a comfortable discharge 
rate for 1-5 minutes.





Results and Conclusion
- MU discharge properties in FDI and force tremor are not uniform in subject 

groups distinguished by differing long-term patterns of muscle usage. 
- MU synchronization and common drive were lower in skill train subjects than 

strength trained and untrained subjects
- Common drive is the simultaneous modulation of mean firing rates of concurrently active MUs 

during a voluntary contraction that has a predominant frequency of oscillation in the 1±2 Hz 
range

- MU synchrony was higher in strength-trained subjects than the controls 
- Tremor amplitude was lower in skill-trained subjects than strength trained 

subjects while tremor amplitude in untrained subjects was intermediate 
between the two

- There IS evidence that discharge properties of single MUs CAN be altered by 
training. 


